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The general p lnn v. as to oh;erl'c el'ery star three time<, and out 
of the total number of star.; in the cata logue (3415) z89 star' 
were observed le's than this number nf time>, v.hil·" 1048, 491, 
and 194 sta rs were observed four , fiv e, a r·d s ix times respectivel y, 
and the rest seven times or more. The various dtfferences of 
lrigh tness were estimated by Argelander's 111 Cihod of step· 
estimat ions, each compri"mg te n, five, or twenty stars 
according to th e number in the vicin ily observed. 
Commencing in the year 1882, Mr. Sawyer says thai nearly half 
of the whole work wa' done in that time, an opera glass being 
extensively used fu r faint er sequence;;, such as those in which th e 
stars were of the 6:h or fainter magnitude a field glass was em 
ployed. During the years and 1885 the obse rvntions, as he 
tell s u ; , were who lly di ; continned, "o 'ing to the i11jury to the eyes 
from the trJ ing n ature o f the work. " In the me tho:! of redu cti on 
the magnitudes were deduced hy piotling out th e sequence>, 
graphically the lJranot!ldria magnitndt>s as 
urdit1'ttes, and lit e olJserved differences o t brightn eo;;.s 1 expressed 
in :slt' JB, as Tht! arrangen1t"Ut of the C<lla log uc itse lf 
is as follows :-Tlte columr.> give successively the cal al ngue 
current num be r of the star, U. A. catalogl.te num\,er, 
l{ight Ascensions and lle clina l ions f11r mean equinox 187 5 .o, 
number of obscn·ations, 1ll ean magnitude deduced, U. A. 

magnitude, and the thrc:e last the scparace dale; of the olrser · 
vatrons nnd magni tudes. 

Comparing the average ui!Terences be twee n the magni tud es 
here nsstgncrl and those g iven by Gould, it is found tha t 
± o·o88m. nhou t represent s rt, white th e average en or of a singl e 
deterwination, assuring equal degree of precision and ir.cluding 
besides accidental crnns, the efrect o f syste matic dilfcrence is 
g iven as ± o·o59m. 

\Vhile the wo rk w as in ha nd eight variables w t re (li scovered, 
which were a' fo llows Ofrhiuchi ( t88r), U Ceti (1885), U 
Aqttil::e and Y Sagi1tarii ( 1886), R Canis lvlnjuri s ( !8S7), Y 
Ophiuchi and W ( 1888), and(?) L c poris ( 189 1), and in 
ndJ it ion several large aiscon:bnc-·s were noticed in many yaJu es 
c, lJ iai necl (t he ca tnlogue num J,er uf are here given), rtnder
in g- these stars worthy of att ention. The vo lnmc c on
cluJ c:s with notes, in which several suspicious cases of variable<, 
&c., are record ed. 

A NRW TAB LE OFSTA KI>ARO WA VE· i.EZ..:GTH 5.-Un<lerthis 
titl e Prof. H. A. R11wbnd contributes to Aslr,•tzomy and Ast•·o
p!,ysics for April (No. 114) the new measurements of several 
metallic lines t o be used as s tandards. The actual mea,u rcs were 
made by Mr. L. E. Jewell , the probable error of one setti ng 
amcntnting tO I patt of 5,COO,OOJ of the wave-length, and !he 
reductions of the reading i>y l'rof. Rowland hi111 sc lf. T he 
measure mcms were obtained with a new machine, supplied with 
a screw specially made after Prof. l{ow land's process. The 
s tandard wave-leng th of D used was the mean of the determina
lio ns of Angstro m, lvliillcr and Kempf, Knrlbanm, !' terce, and 
Bell, and wa.; 5896't56, different wetghts being given 1o these 
separate values. This value was utilt sed in six drffe rt nt ways, 
and the !able of wa ve-lengl hs from 2100 to 7700 was 
obtamed, the accuracy of" ltich might, as he says, he estimated 
as follows:-" Distrillute less than do divis ion of A ngsllfim 
properly througho ut the table as a c<• rrecl ion, ancl it will be l'er
lect within the limit.s 2400 ann 7000," 

METEOR the principal meteo r sho·• er.< 
fur th e current year, a li st of which is give11 in the Co111paniot1 
to the Obse. valory, the fo llowing two occur this wee!(, the forme r 
of which is d e,criberl by D enning as "one of the most briliant 

The radiant points are 

Date Radiant Meteor:; 

" a 
April 20 270" + 33" Swift 

25 272." -1 21 ° Swift; short 

\VOLS!l'IGHAM 0lJSlLRVATORY, CIRCULAR No. 35.-A plate , 
ta';e n with the S-incl1 photo-telescope Apri l I 1 com
pared wi th a photo by Max \\'olf, 1891, sho v.:s thnt tb'e two 
stars 

Es- Birm 545 ISh. z8·9m. -t 36" 55' (1900) 
561 I8 tl. J9'41ll. 36' 52' 

are var., the photo differences- being api.> roxim:tt e ly 9'1, 11'4 ; 
s·s, t o ·z. 
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CEOGRA!'Il/C/I L N07'ES. 

LETTERS dated March 9 have been rece ived from tl. c Ant 
arctic whaling vessels confirming and the brie f telc· 
g raphic information already published. Th e >hip• did no! 
proceed farther south than 67° latitude, and discovered no signs 
of the ex i -tcnce of the Greenland whale, although "ha les ot 
several othe r 'I cctes were common, and there were great nu1u· 
hers of gra mpuses. ln default o f whaling, the energy of the 
crews was devoted to scaling, a nd 1 he four vessels secure<! 
i>cl ween the111 about 16,ooo skins and a full cargo of oi l. The 
>eals were of several varieties, but until the return of the ships 
their species cannot be determined, nor their commerc ia l value 
known. The weather throughout th! wh ole s tay in Antarcti., 
wa ters was severe, and the formation of ice compelled th" 
Ve>scls to re i um at an earlier date than wns at first intended. 
Flat icebergs of enornrous size were seen, one being reported n' 
hfty mil es in length . The faciliti es afforded for scientific work 
were disappoin t ing. 

TH E Delcommune ex pedi t ion (p. 474) has rcturne•J lo 
Europe, and i\1. Dekommune was re ceived with great enthusiasm 
rn Bru sse ls. The expedition, toge ther with the olh ers sent 
out by the Katanga Company, has to a large ex tent completed 
the wur k o f Livin gstone and hi, successors in the Con go Basin, 
and m 1 he mam cc,nfirms the accepted geogmphy of the region. 
One point of so me inte rest which has been es tablished is that 
the L ake Lanj i, marked from Arab report s at the junction of 
the Ll1kuga a!ld tb t: LualaLa, has no existence. 

TH E new number o f l'etermamz's Milleilungen contains a 
short paper by l't o f. K riimmel on recent Hussian oceanographical 
wo rk in the nortlr Pacific. This is accompanied by a mop of 
the salir.ity of the mrface water, which extends, and in a general 
"ny con firms , l\1 r. Buchanan's map founded on the 
"ork. The centre o f maxim um sa linity lies between 20° and 
30• N., a nd has its centre a bo ut 170° Y..'. A tongue of con
Stderahly fre sher 11al e r stretch es nea rly across the ocean, about 
1o• N.and sweeps round the coasts o f America and Asia. The 
diminution of salintly northward is very inte res ting, th e curves 
o f equal salinity sweeping through Bering Sea without regard 
to the line of Aleutian lslands, thus sho wing that so far as 
regards surface water, Berir•g Sea is simply part of th e Pacific 
ocean, standing in very marked contrast to the Sea of Okhotsk, 
a fact o f oome interest duting the present internationa l con
troversy. 

MR. T. H. ll ATTO:>:-R rcHAIWS read a paper on British 
New Guin ea at the las t meeting o f the R oyal Colonial 
While giving an of the climate to w ould
be whit e se ttlers, Mr. Richards dcscril.>es th e native Papuans 
from ver:sonal experitnce as a fine race, possessir:g a keen 
sense of JU Stice, and most laborious and s uccess ful a< agricul
ttui -; ts. 

RECENT Ii\'NOVA TJONS IN VECTOR 
THh.OR Y.' 

()F late years there h ns arisen a clique of wclor an :1 lysts who 
refn, e to acimit th<' quat crn io n to the g lorious company of 

vecto'r; . Their high priest is Prof. Willard Gibbs. Ilisreasons 
for deve_J oping a vect o r. analysis devoid of the quaternion are 
grvcn wHh tolerable lullness in NATURE, ·val. xliii. p. 511. His 
own vector a nalysis p resented in a pam 1 hlet, "Elements of 
Vector Ana lysis, a rranged for the Uoe o f S tudents in Physics, 
not Fuhlished " (rl>St - 84). Mr. Olivn ll eaviside, in a series 
of papers publish ed recently in the Elect7'i6ian all(] in an 
elabor;lte in th_e l'llilosc>j>llica! Ji·amartion ,-, supports 
some of Grbb; s contentions and cannot say ha·rd enough things 
about th e quaternion as a quanti ty which no physicist wants. 
l'rof. M acfarlane, of Texas Un ivnsity, has added to the 
h,t.erature of the sulrJCCt, and without aJt,Jg ether agre• ing with 
Grbbs t_akes umbrage at a most fundam ental princip le of 
q uaternrons and developes a p seudo·guaternionic S)S t<m of 
vecto r algebra which is no n-associati,·e in i:s products! 

Between the years 1846-52, just nt the time when H amilton 
was d eveloping th e gualernion calcnlus, a series of papers was 
pulrbh ed l•y !lie R ev. l\1. O'Brien , Prnfe>Su! in King·, Coll ege 
London. The >yslem d e veloped by 0' Brien is essen! ia lly 

1 Ahstract of a paper by Prof. C- G. Knott, reaU the Royal Society 
o f Edinburgh, o n M(.>ndn)·, Dcccmbt:r 1 f, 1E' g2. 
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advocated by Gibbs and Heaviside. Two products of vectors 
are defined, which correspond to Hamilton's V af3 and- Sa{3; 
and applications are given of the linear and vector function and 
of the operator ao1 + {3o2 + -yo3 which somewhat resembles 
the quaternion v. 

The broad argument advanced by Gibbs in his letter to 
NATURE is that, in comparison with the quantities Vaf3 and 
S-yVaf3, which symbolise an area and a volume which "are the 
very foundations of geometry," anything that can be urged in 
favour rf the quaterninn product or quotient as a "fundammta! 
notion in vector analysis" is "trivial or artificial.'' These are 
brave wods. Let us examine them by considering what is the 
purpose of a vector analysis. Clearly such a calculus is intended 
to show forth the properties of vectors in a form suitable for 
use. 

Having formed the conception of a vector, we have next to 
find what relations exist between any two vectors. We have to 
compare one with another, and this we may do by laking either 
their difference or their ratio. The geometry of displacements 
and velocities suggests the well· known addition theorem-' 

a+o=f3 

in which by adding the vector o we pass fr,>m the vector a to the 
vector {3. 

But this method i< not more fundamental geometrically than 
the other method which gives us the quaternion. When we wish 
to compare two a and b, we divide the one by the other. 
We form the quotient a/b, and this quotient is defined as the 
factor which changes b into a. Now a vector is a directed 
length. By an obvious generalisation, therefore, we compare 
two vectors hy taking their quo ient and by defining this 
quotient a/f3 as the factor which changes the vector f3 
into the vector a. This is the germ out of which the whole of 
vector analysis naturally grows. A more fundamental concep
tion it is hardly possible to make. Yet Gibbs calls it trivial and 
artificial! Far more fundamental, we are told, are the concep
tions of a vector bounded area an< I a vector bounded volnme, 
whose bounding vectors may have an infini1y of vah1es. Or 
lake the more general case of a body ;trained homogeneously. 
The r.elative vector of any two of its points passes into' its new 
position by a process which is a combination of stretching and 
turning. A simpler and m•Jre complete description cannot be 
imagined. It is perfectly symbolised by the quaternion with its 
tensor and versor factors. And t!zis is trivial and artificial-as 
trivial, say, as the versor operation which every one performs when 
estimating the time that must be allowed to catch a train .... 

Another a·gument advanced by Willard Gibbs is in the para
graph beginning: ''How much more deeply rooted in the nature 
of things are the functions Saf3 and V af! than any which depend 
on the definition of a quaternion, will appear in a strong light 
if we try to extend our formu're to space of f<>ur or more dimen
sions." To elucidate the ''nature of things" by an appeal to 
the fourth dimension-to solve the Irish question by a discussion 
Of social life in Mar,;-it is a grand concept ion, worthy of the 
scorner of the trivial a:1d artificial quaternion of three dimen
sions. Further on we are told that there " must be vectors in 
such a space" ; that is, space of four or more dimensions. 
True, and if there be vectors, must I here not be operations for 
changing one vector into another? .... 

" Vectors must be treated vectorially" is a high.sounding 
phrase uttered by Prof. Hcnrici and Mr. Heavi;ide What 
does it mean? On the same sapient principle, I suppose, 
scalars must be treated scalarially, rotor' rotorially, algebra 
algebraically, geometry geometrically. That is to say the 
remark is a very loose statement of a truism, or it is profound 
nonsense. S:rictly speaking, to treat vectorially is to treat 
after the manner of vectors, or to treat as 7Jectors do. 

Now what does a vector do? Prof. Gibbs, the prince of 
vector purists, says on page 6 of his pamphlet that "the effect 
of the skew [or vector] multiplication l•y a [any unit vector] 
upon vectors in a plane perpendicular to a is simply to rotate 
them all go" in that plane." Hence a vector is a versor. To 
which Mr. Heaviside in fierce de11Unciation: " ln a given 
equation [in quaternion·vector analysis] one vector may be a 
vector and another a quaternion. Or tile same vect•Jr in one 
and the same equation may be a vector in one place and a 
quaternion (versor or turner) in another. This amalgamation 
of the vectorial and quaternionic functions is very puzzling. 
You never know how things may turn out." Puzzling? 
Then must Heavisicle find his own system as puzzling as any. 
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For when he writes the vector product i;=k, he is simply acting 
on j by i or on i by;, and turning it through a right angle. It 
is impossible to get rid of this versorial effect of a vector. It 
stares you in the face from the very beginning. 

A very sore grievance with Heaviside and Macfarlane
although Gibbs cautiously steers clear of the whole que>tion-is 
that Hamilton puts p, k 2, each equal to negative unity, with 
the consequence that Saf3 is equal to - ab cos 8, where a and b 
are the lengths of a and 8, and 8 the angle between them. This 
putting the square of a vector equal to minus the square of its 
length vexes their souls mightily. lt is so "unnatural," so trouble
some. 

Now Prof. Kelland, in Kelland and Tait's '' IntroJuction to 
Quaternions," chap. iii., shows that if we assume, as do Heavi
side and the cyclic relations 

ij=k= -ji jk=i=-!.:i ki=j= -ik, 

and if in addition we rlesire an associative algebra, then of netes
sity we must have i'=J"=k'' =-I. If then, following these 
O'Brienites, we put what they .. ;ons!cler, to be so much simpler 
and more natural, namely, z-=ro=k·= + r, we get a non
associative algebra of appalling complexity, which in the long 
run gives us no more than the associative quaternion algebra. 

Heaviside apparently is un"ware of the non-associative 
beauties of his system, which he believes "to represent what 
the physicist wants;'' for he says, much to the credit of the 
Philosophical Transactions, that his system (which is 
demonstnbly not quaternions) is "simply the elements of 
quaternions without the qua tern ions, with the notation simplified 
to the uttermost, and with the very inconvenient minus sign 
before scalar products done away with " ( P!zz"f. Trans., val. 
clxxxiii. r8gz, p. 428). 

\Ve have seen how perfectly natural is the geometric concep
tion of a quaternion as the quotient of two vectors; and the 
quaternion protluct is as simply conceived uf as the operator 
(af3) which turns the vector tr' into a. Space considerations 
quickly lead us to consider ']Uaternions which rotate a given 
vector through a right angle. If we take two such right or 
qnadrantal quaternions I l' and operate severally on the vector 
a that is perpendicular to the axc:s of both, it is ea'y to show 
that 

Ia + I'a = (I + I') a 

gives a right quaternion (I+ I') bearing to I and I' the same 
relation which would exist wtre 1 and l' vectors. is, right 
or quadrantal quaternions are added and subtracted according to 
the recognised rules for vectot· addition an.! sttbtraction, which 
so far, be it noted, are all we know about vectors Hence in 
combinations other than addition and subtraction we may treat 
vectors as qtladrantal quaternions, exactly as Gibbs, Heaviside, 
and Macfarlane do, although in a half-hearted fashion. 

It remains now to consider wherein the sy>tems advocated hy 
these vec•or analysts improve upon Hamilton's. Do they give 
us anything of value not contained in quaternions? . 

Prof. Gibbs, having objected in toto to the quatermon pro
duct af3, is for consistency's sake bound to object to Hamilton's 
selective principle of notation. His own notation is very similar 
in appearance to O'Brien's of old. He defines two products, 
the direct product (a. f3) and the skew product (a x f3). The 
direct product is Grassmann's inner product or Hamilton's 
- Saf3; and the skew product is V a$, so called probably 
because it has a value nnly when a and f3 are skew, or 
inclined to one another. Now there is a serious objection at 
the very outset to such a form as a x {3 for the vector product 
of a and {3. There corresponds to it no quotient amenable to 
symbolic treatment. The reason is, of course, that a x f3 is not 
a complete product. Given the quaternion equation af3 = q, 
any one quantity is uniquely determined if the other two are 
given. But it is impossible, in spite of the suggestiveness of the 
form, to throw Prof. Gibbs's a x f3 = 'Y into any such shape as 
a,= 'Y ..;- {3. The point is that Hamilton's notation docs not even 
suggest 1 he possibility of such a It is certainly 
inexpedient, to say the lea>t, to use a notatton strongly resem. 
bling that for multiplication of ordinary algebraic quantities, but 
having no corresponding process by which either factor can be 
carried over as a generalised divisor to the other side of the 
equation. 

One peculiar perspicuity of Hamilton's notation arises from 
the fact that S and V are thrown out in bold relief from amongst 
the small Greek letters used for vcctors and the small 
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Roman letter_; used for q ua ternions anl scalars. A glance tells 
us what kine] of quantit y we have to c\eal with before we are 
c di ed upon to inquire into it s comp •Si tion. There is no such 
eye-catching virtue in Gibbs's notation ; and Heaviside 
destroys tbe contrast between the quantities and selective symbols 
by using capital letters for all. In print the vectors are made 
heavy and stand out prominently enough . But a vector analysis 
is a thing to bt used; and with penc il or pen or chalk on a 
blackboard it is hopeless to prevent con fu sion bet ween A and A. 
In suggesting a suffix notation for manuscript, Heaviside un
consciously condemns his own system . Two conditions f0r a 
good notatic.n are ( 1) an unmistak,a/Jle difference between 
easily writ1er1 symbols for scalar and vector quantities; (2) the 
scalar and vector parts of products and quotients thrown out in 
clear relief. This second is quite as important as the first con
di tion. So far, Hamilton 's notation easily hold ' its own. 

A very important symbol of operation is the Nn11ln, v . " hich 
may be defined in the form aal + ,Bo2 + -yO a whe re a ,a;a,, a re space
differentiations along the mutually rectangular directions of the 
unit vectors a.,B-y. Since fl ea viside and i\1 aclarlane make a.YP-y2 

each equal to + 1, they find that V2u, where u i; any scalar, is 
+ d"u/dy" + d 2a/dz2• The real v "u is minus this 

quantity . ·when v 2 acts on a vector, Heavisicle boldly defines 
V2w as having I he same significance ; but Macfarlane, rejoicing 
in his non associative algebra, finds that V(Vw) is quite a 
d ifTerent quantity from (vv)w. Th e net result attained by this 
tinkeri ng of the signs is to get a pseudo-nabla non-as,ociative 
with itself! 

m0ves more cannily. H e defi nes separately the 
qttantities vu, v x w. v . w, and v . vw, which mean the same 
things as the quaternion quantities vu, Vvw, - Svw, and 
- V 2w. [In quaternions there is one definition of v , and every
thing else follows.] But even with these four definitions (all of 
which are somewhat distorted of the real N ahla ) Gibbs 
fin d.; his sy,t<m lacking in flexibility. He has, so to speak, to 
lubricate its joints by pouring in the definitions of four other 
fu nct ions with as many new symbols. One of these is the 
Potential; the other:; are olled tha N ewtrmian. Laplacian, and 

They are symbolised th us- Pot , New, Lap, Max. 
Their meaning'> will be evident when they are exhibited in 
quaternion form. Thus, as is well known, 

( 
a• a2 a2) 
i);.;'l + ay" + iiz2 

Put u = --
from which a t once 

v 2 Pot u = + 4"" 
or 

Pot u = 4"V · "tt. 
Similarly, if'" is a vector quantity, 

l' ot w = 4"V 2w. 
Then we have 

New u v l't•t u 4"v - •:, 

Lap w- Vv Pot w = 4"Vv - 1w 

-- Max w = Sv Pot w = 41rSv -l._.,_ 
N ow, Pro f. Gibbs gives a good many equations connecting 

rhese fun ctions and their various derivatives, equat ions which 
in quaternions are identities involvin g the very trans· 
fonna•ions. But there is no 'uch s implicity a nd flexibility in 
tiibhs's analysis. F or example, he takes eight distinct steps to 
prove two equations, wh ich arc specia l cases of 

v = u ! 

,\nother of his theorems, na •r.ely, 

41r Pot w = Lap Lap w - New llfa x w 

is si wply the quaternion identity 

4"v - "w = 4.,.v - 1v - 1w 

= 4,-v-1Vv- 1w ·I· 4"V . 'SV -1w. 

Similarly the equation 

4" P.t zt - New u 
i;; a travesty of 

4"v- "u = 4.,.v --1v-1 u! 
These extremely simple quatern ion transformations cannot be 

obtained with the operator used by Gihhs. Hence the necessi ty 
he is under to introduce his Pot, New, Lap, ?-lax , which are 
mere ly im er;e quateruion operators . ... 
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Gibbs's system of dyadics, which Heavisidc regards with such 
high admiration, differs from Hamilton's trea! ment of the linear 
and vector function simply by virtue of it s notation. In his 
letter toN ATURE he gives reasons why this notation is prefer
able to the recognised quaternion notation. As developed in 
the pa mphlet, the theory of the dyadic goes over much the same 
grour.d as is traversed in the last chapter of Kelland and Tait's 
"Introduction to Quaternion>." With the exception of a few of 
those lexicon products, for which Prof. Gibbs has such an affec
tion, ·• there is noth ing of real value added to our knowledge of 
the linear and vector function. As u<ual, the path is littered 
with defini tion after definition. 'i hus the directproduct 2 of two 
dyads (i ndicated hy a dot) is defined by the equation 
{a.S}- {-y6} == ,B. -yao. Quaternions gives at once 

tpljtp = a.S13(-yS/ip) + &c. = aSopSI3-y + &c. 
Then there follow the definitions of I he products of <1> 

and p, 

</l :< p = a,\ X p -\- 13}'- X p + ')'V X p 

p X cp = p X ail. + p X ,BI'- -1- p X )'V-

are not quantitie.; but operators. T o see what they mean 
let them nperate on some vect lf rr. Then we lind 

<P x p. rr=a.S,\prr + -·· = tpVprr 

p x tp . CJ = \• paS,\rr + . . . = V ptpo-. 

The first is simply cpw, the old thing! The second is a well
known and im portant q ttantity in the theory of the linear and 
vector function . It is interesting to note, as hearing upon the 
intdligibility of the no! ation, that Ileavisidc, who dotes so on 
the dyadic, writes <f> x p in the form V tpp, so that he makes 

tp V po- = - V utpp ! ! 

As one example of onr gain in follow ing Gibbs's notation, 
take hi s dya<lic identity-

1/t . :p X </J} = {1/t X p} </>, 
on which the comment is that "the braces cannot be omitted 
without ambiguity." The quaternion expression is tj!Vptpu, 
where there is no chance of ambiguity, where everything is 
perfectly straightforward, and where there is much greater com· 
pactness in form. It seems to me that this last equation given 
by Gibbs condemns his whole principle of notation. It shows 
that one use of connecting symbols is to obscure the significance 
o f a transformation. . . . 

A beautiful example of virtually giving back with the left hand 
what he has taken a way with the right is furni shed on p. 42 of 
Gibbs's pamphlet. He writes: "On this account we may 
regard the dyad as the most gen,ral form of product of two 
vect ors. We •hall call it the indeterminate product." And 
then he shows how to obtain a vector and a scalar "from a 
dyadic hy insertion of the sign of skew or direct multiplication." 

This is exquisite. From the ope1·atm· a.,\ + 13!'- + ')'V, he forms 
- heedless of his high toned scorn for the quaternion product
the of the sum of three similar though more general 
product,, but quiets his conscience by calling them z"ndetc,·min
ate! This sum of products then becomes hy simple insertion 
of dots and crosses the vector 

and the scalar 
</>x = a x ,\ + /3 X 1'- I· -y X v, 

</>s = a. . A + ,B • !'- + i' . V. 

\'Vhy, we naturally ask, is this iwletcrminate product welcomed 
wh ere the quaternion product is spurned ? 

The truth is the quaternion, or something like it , has to come 
in; a nd in it most assuredly does come when Gibbs proceeds 
to treat the in dyadic form. The expression 
{21313 - I} . (2aa - I} represents in Gibbs's notation the 
quaternion operator 

,Ba( )a,B, or more simply q( )q- 1. 

The I is called an idemfactor and is simply unity •.. 
There is something almost na1ve in the way in which Heavi

side introd uces the dyadic as if nothing like it was to be found 

1 \Ve nre surprised that S') much !o\hould such 
a as paralle!Opiped, 

:.! calls the quantity ¢.u (which is simply Hamilton's ¢ u} the direct 
product or the dyadiC ¢ ar.d the vector u. The direct product of two vectors 
is u .P, and this Heaviside calls the scalar product. Similarly 
the dialect , he speaks of (/Jcr as bemg the' ' scalar product of the 
dyad ic and the vector "-and gets a: product equal to a vector ! 
This ''is and not to b:: endured." 
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in either Hamilton or Tait. The ttuth is it is 
Hamilton showed long ago that if 

cpp = aSA.p + f3Sp.p + -ySvp, 
then 

where 
a1Saf3-y = V/3-y, &c., A.1SA.p.v = V1<v, &c. 

all there. 

Now Heaviside fusses greatly over this method of inverting cp, 
and any reader of § 172 ("Electromagnetic Theory," in the 

woulrl infer that the invention of the name 
dyadic suggestion this demonstration which Hamilton and 
Tnit had somehow missed in their development of " the very 
clumsy way" of expressing cp-1p in terms of p, cpp, and cp2p. But 
the whole thing is given in Hamilton's "Elements" (p. 438, 
equation xxvii. ), and in Tait's "Quaternions" (p. 89, second 
edition; p. 123, third edition). I would also refer to§ 174 of 
Tait's third edition ( § 162 of the second), a comparison of which 
with Heaviside's tall talk in the Electrician of November 18, 
1892 (§ 171), will show that, on the most lenient hypothesis 
available, our self-appointed critic of Tait's methods has never 
really read Tait's "Quaternions." ... 

All through his system Prof. Gibbs has refused to consider 
the complete product of two vectors. He bas used the form a/3 
to mean a "dyad·" or operator of the form aS/3 or {3Sa. What, 
then, can he mean us to understand by the equations-

Jjttuw = J J J dvvw ( (2) of§ 164), 

and 

Jdpw = J J dux Vw ( (2) of§ 165). 

In quaternion notation the last would he written 

J dpw = Jf V(dfiV)w. 

Both equations are quite correct if and only if drrw, dpw and 
are taken in their quaternion meaning of quantities. ' But 

G1bbs has wilfully cut himself adrift from this interpretation. 
How, then, does he interpret these equations? 

The chief arguments of the paper may be briefly summarised 
thus:-

(1) It is maintained that the quaternion is as fundamental a 
geometrical conception as any that Prof. Gibbs has named. 

(2) In every vector analysis so far developed, the versorial 
character of vectors in product CJmbinations is implied if not 
explicitly stated. 

(3) This so, it follows a-; a 1t.:zlural consequence that the 
of a umt vector is equal to negative unity. 

(4) The assumption that the square of a unit vector is positive 
unity leads to an a 1gebra whose characteristic quantiiies are 
non-associative, and whose vi; not the real efficient Nabla of 
quaternions. 

(5) The invention of new names and new notations has added 
practically nothing of importance to what we have already 
learned from quaternions. 

EXPERiMENTAL MEDICJNE. 1 

THI_S ':olume is fourth number of thi• remarkable pub
licatiOn, and will prove of surpassing interest to the bac

teriologist, physiologist, anrl physician, chieRy on account of 
the first paper which it contains. 2 

In 1877 Dr. N. V. Eck invented an operation by which it 
was possible to alter the circulation in such a manner that the 
blood from the portal vein into the inferior vena cava 
without passing through the liver. He succeeded in establish
ing an artilicial opening between these veins in several dogs, 
and then tied the portal vein near the liver; unfortunately 
only one dog lived for any length of time (two and a half months)' 
and, owing to an accident, Dr. Eck was unable to control 
result by post-mortem examination. The operation has now 
been repeated at the St. Petersburg Institute, and it has been 

I '' Sclencec; biolo dques publices par J'institut imperial de 
mc!dec1ne exper1mentale a St. P tersbourg , " vol. i. no. 4· 

2 "La fistule d•Eck de Ia veine cave in(trieure et de Ia veine porte et 
consequences pour l'organisme, par MM . les Drs. 1\.f. Hahn, V. 

\4 N"encki, et J. Paw low." 
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found that in successful casl's the blood passed entirely from the 
portal ,·ein into the inferior vena cava. 

The animals which succeS>fully resisted this severe operation 
showed no alteration in the appetite, though after a period of 
ten days or so their temper underwent marked changes. Although 
perfectly docile before the operation, they now became bad
tempered, bit everything that came in their way, and showed 
undue excitement on trifling provocation. The animals became 
weak, and their gait ataxic, whilst the sensory apparatus was 
also greatly disturbed, as they often became blind, and appeared 
to lose all sensation of pain. In a further stage convulsions 
and coma supervened ; thnugh the animals occasionally re
covered perfectly after a time, many of th em died when the 
first . attack .of excitement and convul sions occurred, or suc
cumbed to subsequent attacks, although, on the whole, the latter 
rarely proved fatal. The temperature showed no changes 
attributable to the veinous fistula, but the weight generally 
diminished until death supervened, although, in animals which 
recovered it reached, or even exceeded, the original weigl<t. 
The appetite wa<· good, though capricious; but a distinct rela
tion was found to exist between the state of the alimentary 
canal and the attacks of excitement before mentioned. The 
animals which ahso!Iuely refu>ed to eat meat remained free 
from the attacks, while the "crises" invariably occurred in the 
dogs that ate meat voraciously. It is a remarkable fact that 
many of them learnt by experience that meat was bad for them, 
and declined to take it. 

Some dogs recovered perfectly, and at the postmortem it was 
found that a collateral circulation had heen set up, >o that the 
portal blood again circulated through the liver. 

It would appear from further o'Jservations that these sympioms 
are due to the toxic action of the products of the transformation 
of nitrogenous food, the liver being unable to convert them into 
urea and uric acid. Carbamic acid was found in the urine of 
these animals, and carbamate of sodium or calcium, when intro· 

into a healthy animal's stomach, produced exactly the 
same symptoms as the fistula ahove described. On the other 
hand, it was found impossible to poison healthy dogs with the 
same provided the setting free of carbamic acid was pre
vented by the simultaneous introduction of carbonate of soda 
into the stomach, while the introduction of bo th salts gave rise 
to all the symptoms of carbamic acid poisoning, when the circu
lation through the liver had been interrupted. The authors 
conclude, therefore, that the carbam ates formed during digestion 
in passing through the liver are transformed into a harmless 
substance, and that this substance is most probably urea. 

In some cases the experimenters removed the en! ire liver ; hut 
the animals never lived more than six hours, and fell at once into 
a comatose state, followed by convulsions, tetanus, and death 
through :urest of the respiration. Similar results were obtained 
by establishing a veinous fistula in the first place and tying the 
hepatic artery afterwards. 

According to Messrs. Hahn and Nencki, who performerl the 
chemical part of these observations, the r<action of the urine 
remained normal until one nf the attacks o f excitement set in, 
when it became alkaline. If the hepatic artery were tied at the 
same time, the urine contained a little albumin and h.ema
globin, together with small quantities of nrobilin anrl biliary 
pigment, provided the gall-bladder had not been emptied before 
the operation. The quantity of urea was always greatly lessened 
if the he patic artery were also. tierl, or the greater part of the 
liver removed. The relation of the nitrogen in urea to ;he 
total quantity of nitrogen excreted was much smaller than 
normal, bein!: only 77 per cent. instead of 89 per cent. On the 
other hand, the uric acid in the urine ultin1a tely increased in 
quantity, even when the hepatic artery was not tied, althnugh 
the to tal quantity of nitrogen excreted was not greater than 
normal, the increase in the uric acid corresponding to the 
setting in of the convulsions. \Vitb regard to the ammonia 
contained in &rine, the authors have come to the following con
cludons ::_(1) Eck's operation, combined with the ligature of 
the hepatic artery, causes in dogs an increase in the excretion of 
ammonia. In S<)me cases this increa'f is relative only with 
recarrl to the nitrogen of urea or tbe total nitrogen, whereas in 
other it is ahsolute, an<! this absolute increase takes place 
when the animals survive the operation for twenty hours at 
least; (2) the secretion nf ammonia increase> rapidly in animals 
which have been subjected to Eck's operation as soon as the 
first symptoms set in. 

In a further series of researches the authors showed that car-
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